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At the most fundamental level of the transportation industry, two questions dominate: Where and When? In no other
sector of the transportation industry do the answers to those questions carry more weight than in Emergency Medical
Services (EMS). Seconds count at the site of an accident or other medical emergency, and an ambulance that reaches
that location at the soonest possible instant could save a life.
Logis Solutions enables its customers – major public and private providers of EMS and non-emergency transfers across
Europe, the Americas, Australia and New Zealand – to optimize their ambulance fleets. In the EMS world, the dispatcher is
actually the first-responder among first-responders. Logis’ Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) solution is a decision-support
tool for dispatchers, providing visibility into ambulance location, the location of the incident and the travel time between
the two and automatically dispatching the ambulance that can respond to an emergency in the shortest possible time.
Logis’ CAD solution performs approximately 3 million calculations per minute for its customers, and virtually all of those
calculations are location-based. “Everything falls apart if we don’t have valuable, reliable location data,” says René Munk
Joergensen, Partner at Logis. “Accurate distances, locations, road network data, maps, points-of-interest (POI) and so on
are immensely important.”
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A digital ecosystem centered on
HERE location intelligence
For René, metrics and data have no value unless there’s a significant location component. “Nothing is exciting about
hearing that you responded to 100,000 emergencies last year unless you know where they were. Until you can geospatially analyze that statistic, it really brings you no value,” he says. “So, we partnered with HERE because they provide the
most accurate data you can get for vehicle routing in every country we operate in. With HERE APIs, we can get real-time
traffic data without having to do anything ourselves. That was the basic decision point for us; it forms the basis of
everything we do.”

His comments highlight an important point about the value of building a digital ecosystem and harnessing the power of
tools, like APIs, in software development. “We use APIs to get location information from HERE as we need it for the
benefit of our solution and our customer base,” he says. He points out that Logis uses HERE Places API, which is vital in
rural areas with long roads and few physical addresses. Also, HERE Mobile SDK uses current location of emergency
vehicle to plan routes in real-time and direct the driver to the exact location of the incident, avoid reroutes and, thus,
shorten arrival times.
“We don’t have to worry about developing our own navigation system or collecting location data, traffic and routing.
Instead, through an API, we can re-use the navigation provided by HERE and the location data HERE collects from
vehicles worldwide for all our customers and integrate that straight into our solutions and mobile apps.”
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HERE data facilitates predictive analytics to
arrive faster and optimize resource planning
Approximate arrival windows don’t cut it in EMS, where seconds determine outcomes. Routing information, based on
real-time road network conditions – traffic flows, accidents, construction, speed limits and more – is the most critical
location-related tool Logis utilizes, according to René. The company’s solutions use that information to calculate how far
each unit can travel within a given time and gauge which geographies have adequate coverage and which do not.
HERE routing information also feeds Logis’ AI simulations, which predict future calls, based on historical calls and data
trends. “If you know where the demand is going to occur, based on historical routing data, you can start distributing your
fleet to cover that demand.”
He uses roadblocks as an example of the value of real-time HERE road network data. “We’ll know that a particular bridge
is going to be closed tomorrow between 8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. We’ll add that into our algorithm so we can either start
navigating units around that bridge or perhaps post a unit on the other side to reduce response time.”
Just as predicting the future improves Logis customers’ ability to optimize their ambulance or firetruck fleets, so does the
ability to examine past performance, and it’s all based on location.
“Historically, an EMS provider may have gotten time-stamps over the radio or time-stamps on a mobile device, but that’s
all. They probably didn’t even have coordinates showing where an incident actually happened; they just knew the city or
the zip code. Any predictive analysis or demand analysis they attempted was based on highly unreliable data with little
location context. Now, the quality of location data we provide using HERE location technologies is extremely reliable,”
René says.
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Automating Dispatch to Reduce Response Time
Beyond Logis’ ultimate purpose - preserving life – René identifies some of the most important tangible outcomes
attributable to the Logis decision-support and CAD solutions and the high-fidelity location data provided by HERE. Chief
among them are reductions in response times and consistency across all dispatchers. “We can automate dispatch, so
instead of a dispatcher looking at a map and spending a minute finding out which unit to send, we can send it within
three milliseconds. A dispatcher can approve our recommendation or cancel it if the situation warrants, but we’ve saved
at least a minute either way.”
Automation and improved fleet utilization also make it possible to handle much higher workloads – more incidents with
fewer resources, while maintaining the same response times. “Routing, real-time traffic, predictive analysis – everything
HERE helps us do – eventually all flow back to getting to the patient very quickly. That’s really what our customers and we
care about, and if we can improve by using this location technology, then that’s a win for everyone.”

Get to the scene faster. Optimize emergency vehicle routing with HERE Technologies
Learn more at https://www.here.com/solutions/public-sector-infrastructure/public-safety
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